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This abstract shows preliminary results available at this time, based on a subset of study patient sample.  
Further analysis is in progress, which could be presented in a more completed and/or refined version within few weeks. 
 
INTRODUCTION 

Trans-pulmonary pressure (TPP) monitoring is increasingly advocated in a way to capture mechanical stress applied to injured lungs 
exposed to mechanical ventilation, with potentially additional hit related to inappropriate ventilator settings (so called VILI and/or 
acceptable mechanical power) (1,2). Moreover, TPP paradigm appears to be a pivotal physiological variable at bedside, likely to 
guide individual ventilation strategy, even if robust evidence is still awaited (3,4). TPP needs to asses pleural pressure for which 
esophageal pressure (Peso) is now considered as an acceptable proxy (5). However, for accurate Peso measurement, refined 
calibration has been recently proposed and seems mandatory for volume guidance with available device, based on air-filled balloon 
catheters (6). Balloon volume target seem to be difficult to standardize and precise Peso monitoring is crucial to infer accurate TPP 
and inherent computation of the partitioned mechanics of the respiratory system (7). The method proposed by Mojoli et al, and 
colleagues, even necessary, remains cumbersome which may limit wide adoption of TPP monitoring in clinical practice. 

AIM OF THIS STUDY 

We describe an original method to build pressure-volume curve of the air filled esophageal catheter balloon in a way to simplify 
calibration step for Peso and TPP monitoring in ARDS patients. The PV curve was captured dynamically during a slow-flow inflation 
of the balloon and informative variables were extracted and computationally analyzed based on high-resolution signal. We 
compared experimental protocol values of targeted volume (VbestXP) to reference method (so called occlusion test, OT) in a subset 
of patient with high-resolution continuous technique, and put into perspective in whole population (retrospective analysis of OT 
from complete step by step calibration procedure, as proposed by Mojoli et al, see Ref 6). 

METHOD & RESULTS 

Study population: severe ARDS patients eligible to muscular paralysis with NMR (this study is ancillary technical part of a study 
dealing with curare impact on respiratory mechanics – TD4-curares study, institutionally approved and registered).   

Experimental procedure: Esophageal catheter – Nutrivent®, Sidam, Italy - was inserted by nostril then appropriate positioning was 
performed and checked as recommended (1,2). The air-filed syringe was connected to the Peso monitoring circuit using a Y-branch. 
After zeroing, balloon inflation was performed at a rate of 100 ml/h. The continuous Peso recorded along with balloon volume 
inflation until the maximal loaded volume of 10 ml (FIG1). Data were recorded with Fluxmed, MBMed® device and post-hoc off-line 
signal processing performed using with Graphysio® and Matlab® with engineering of codes for mathematical analysis to identify 
main variables useful for volume guidance (i.e. Vbest, Vmin, Eew, FIG2). Calibration of Peso catheter was then completed with 
occlusion test manoeuver (OT) as recommended (1,6), and experimental variables were compared to gold-standard which was the 
ratio of increment of Peso to increment in airway pressure during occlusion and compression of the chest: dPeso/dPaw; the closest 
to 1.0 ratio is considered as to define the most suitable volume balloon to assess precise Peso values, see Ref 1 and FIG1 and 2 for 
details. 

Results: Five patients were included in this pilot phase of our study, with one patient analyzed 4 times during evolving Acute 
Respiratory Syndrome (to assess intra-individual variability). We show here first results extracted from analysis of the first 5 
patients, in a proof-of-concept perspective. Results are presented graphically and resumed as means +/-SD (range). Briefly we 
observed that:  

(i) PV curve patterns were reproducible and similar to graphical and biomechanical framework described by Mojoli  et al in its 
volume step by step calibration princeps study (FIG 2) 

(ii) Vbest: was identifiable most of time (as others variables like Vmin and Eew); was highly variable and individually different 
to standardized fixed volume of 4 ml (TAB);  corresponded to the OT ratio closest to 1.00, in the limit of the sample 

(iii) in whole population of the Peso monitoring cohort (n=15), volume eligibility based on qualifying OT as reference (ratio 
comprised between classical range of 0,8 to 1,2) was large and leaded to wide dispersion of Peso values (TAB) 



DISCUSSION & PERSPECTIVES 

We aimed at proposing a novel approach to simplify calibration of esophageal pressure. Preliminary results from our experimental 
method agree with Mojoli and colleagues reference work. Furthermore, our approach also collects other key variables for volume 
guidance such as Vmin or Eew. These preliminary results suggest that a simplified volume guidance is possible with the technique 
we developed, although our sample size has to be increased for further validation.  

Inter-individual variability for suitable balloon volume may be confirmed in larger cohort, as first reported in one calibration study 
with relatively homogeneous population (6).  

Following validation of our method, next step is to develop an on-line analysis for PV curve based on automatic volume calibration 
on dedicated respiratory monitoring device or implemented in ventilators. Such user-friendly Peso monitoring technique would 
promote its use at bedside.  

Moreover, and interestingly, choice of a volume based on a unique acceptable OT (ratio comprised between 0.8-1.2) to validate 
position and presumed appropriate volume is likely to lead to variable Peso and TPP values. Theses preliminary observations, if 
confirmed, may challenge usual reference method for Peso monitoring as prescribed (1,7,8), and may reinforce Mojoli et al 
perspective in a way to embrace the most accurate Peso values likely to limit TPP technical assessment pitfalls. To conclude, we 
hope advanced Peso monitoring, could evolve from an appealing pathophysiological concept to a more desirable and simplified 
concrete clinical issue, as what our first insights may help to pursue. 
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FIG&TAB (n=3) 
FIG1: Experimental protocol (prototype, proprietary figure is in progress) 

FIG2: Schematic record and analysis procedure of Air-filled balloon PV curve built with a slow flow inflation sequence 
(and subsequent occlusion test manoeuver). 

TAB: (preliminary) Results form experimental PV curve (balloon volume, Peso) in subset and analysis of OT ratio for step 
by step calibration as described in larger population (6) 
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P1 7.8 20.6 24.8 0.8 7.2 9.9 10.9 14.8 1.03 11.4  

P2 1.0 13.4 24.6 0.4 12.4 20.8 21.3 29.6 0.96 23.6 

P3 1.5 9.5 14.0 0.4 8.1 11.6 11.4 15.8 0.96 12.6 

P4 1.2 10.9 19.4 0.8 9.0 17.4 14.3 22.7 4.0 17.5 

P5 2.0 15.3 23.5 0.5 12.4 18.2 19.3 27.9 1.60 20.2 

Wh
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15) 

 2.8 
ml 

3.4 
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Legend : 
P1: patient n° 1, Pn :Patient n 
 
OT (acceptable) : volume steps where OT was within range (0.8-1.2) as recommended.  
 
Pes(insp)Eew-based : new definition to limit esophageal wall recoil impact on Peso value: proposed as : Pes(exp) at 
Vmin with + [ Pes(insp)-Pes(exp) at Vbest] (note that we suggest that expiratory values Peso at Vmin may be good 
approximation of local pleural pressure value) 
 
*:unit= ml; §: unit = cmH2O; §§: unit = cmH2O/ml 
 


